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Abstract. Chinese phonologic features play an important role not only
in the sentence pronunciation but also in the construction of a native
Chinese sentence. To improve the machine translation performance, in
this paper we propose a novel phonology-aware neural machine transla-
tion (PA-NMT) model where Chinese phonologic features are leveraged
for translation tasks with Chinese as the target. A separate recurrent
neural network (RNN) is constructed in NMT framework to exploit Chi-
nese phonologic features to help facilitate the generation of more native
Chinese expressions. We conduct experiments on two translation tasks:
English-to-Chinese and Japanese-to-Chinese tasks. Experimental results
show that the proposed method significantly outperforms state-of-the-art
baselines on these two tasks.
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1 Introduction

Neural Machine Translation (NMT) with the attention-based encoder-decoder
framework [2] has been proved to be the most effective approach to machine
translation tasks on many language pairs [2,13,21,24]. In a conventional NMT
model, an encoder reads in source sentences of variable lengths, and trans-
forms them into sequences of intermediate hidden vector representations. With
weighted attention operations, the hidden vectors are combined and fed to the
decoder to generate target translations.

There have been much work to improve the performance of NMT models,
such as exploring novel network architectures [7,22] and introducing prior knowl-
edge of syntax information [4,6,12,23]. As the translation accuracy of NMT
increases along with new algorithms and models proposed, it still suffers from
the challenge of generating idiomatic and native translation expressions on target
languages. Intuitively, native expressions may relate to phonologic knowledge of a
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language beyond the surface form of words. In terms of Chinese, linguists pointed
that Chinese phonologic features play an important role in both the sentence pro-
nunciation and the construction of native Chinese sentences [25]. For instance, in
the translation example of Fig. 1, the meaning of the verb phrase ‘raise money’
can be literally represented in Chinese as “ (raise) (money)”, “
(raise) (money)” or “ (raise) (money)”. But the last two Chinese
expressions are more native than the first one. The reason is that, from Chi-
nese phonologic perspective, the verb-object pair is more common to have the
same number of syllables. Therefore, the disyllable-disyllable collocation “
(raise) (money)” and the monosyllable-monosyllable collocation “ (raise)

(money)” acted as verb-object pairs in the references appear more native than
the disyllable-monosyllable collocation “ (raise) (money)” in the NMT
baseline. There was previous work applying phonologic features to significantly
improve the performance of tasks such as name entity recognition [3]. But Chi-
nese phonologic features have not been explored in translation tasks when Chi-
nese is the target language. In this paper, we propose a novel phonology-aware
neural machine translation (PA-NMT) model where Chinese phonologic features
are taken into account for translation tasks with Chinese as target. A PA-NMT
model encodes source inputs with bi-directional RNNs and associates them with
target word prediction via attention mechanism as in most NMT models, but it
comes with a new decoder which is able to leverage Chinese phonologic features
to help facilitate the generation of target Chinese sentences. Chinese phonology
is equivalently represented by Chinese Pinyin, which includes syllable structure
(the sequence of Chinese words) and intonation. Intonation mainly consists of
high-level tone(first tone), rising tone(second tone), low tone(third tone), falling
tone(fourth tone) and neutral tone. Our new decoder in PA-NMT consists of two
RNNs. One is to generate the sequence of translation words, and the other is to
produce the corresponding Chinese phonologic features, which are further used
to help the selection of translation candidates from a phonological perspective.

Fig. 1. The meaning of the translation in NMT baseline is correct, but its expression
is not native comparing to the references.

We evaluate our method on publicly available data sets with English-Chinese
and Japanese-Chinese translation tasks. Experimental results show that our
model significantly improves translation accuracy over the conventional NMT
baseline systems.
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The major contribution of our work is two folds:

(1) We propose a new PA-NMT model to leverage Chinese phonologic features.
Our PA-NMT can encode target phonologic features and use them to help
rank the translation candidates, so that the translation results of PA-NMT
can be more native and accurate.

(2) Our PA-NMT model can achieve high quality results on both English-
Chinese and Japanese-Chinese translation tasks, on publicly available
data sets.

2 Background: Neural Machine Translation

Neural Machine Translation (NMT) is an end-to-end paradigm [2,7,22] which
directly models the conditional translation probability P (Y |X) of the source
sentence X and the target translation Y . It usually consists of three parts: the
encoder, attention mechanism and the decoder.

For the RNN based NMT model, the RNN encoder bidirectionally encodes
the source sentence into a sequence of context vectors H = h1, h2, h3, ..., hm,
where m is the source sentence length and hi = [h i, hi], h i and hi are calculated
by two RNNs from left-to-right and right-to-left respectively. The RNN can be
a Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) [5] or a Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [9]
in practice. In this paper, we use GRU for all RNNs.

Based on the encoder states, the decoder generates target translations with
length n word by word with probability

P (Y |X) =
n∏

j=1

P (yj|y<j, H) (1)

The probability P (yj |y<j ,H) for the jth target word is computed by

P (yj|y<j, H) = g(sj, yj−1, cj) (2)

where g is a nonlinear, potentially multi-layered, function that outputs the prob-
ability of yj , sj is the j-th hidden state of decoder RNN, computed by

sj = fRNN(yj−1, sj−1, cj)

cj is the source context which is calculated by the attention mechanism. The
attention mechanism is proposed to softly align each decoder state with the
encoder states, where the attention score ajk is computed to explicitly quantify
how much each source word contributes to the target word by the following
equations,

ajk =
exp(ejk)∑m
d=1 exp(ejd)

(3)
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The calculation for ejk can be in several ways [14], in this paper we compute
ejk by

ejk = vT
a tanh(Wasj−1 + Uahk) (4)

where va, Wa, Ua are the weight matrix. The final source context cj is the
weighted sum of all encoder states

cj =
n∑

k=1

ajkhk. (5)

3 Phonology-Aware Neural Machine Translation Model

A phonology-aware neural machine translation (PA-NMT) model is an extension
to the conventional NMT model augmented with Chinese phonologic features.
The Chinese phonology is equivalently represented by Chinese Pinyin, so we
model the phonologic features by Chinese Pinyin associated with tones. For a
Chinese sentence, it has a corresponding Pinyin sequence with the same length.
PT−2,PT−1Given a source sentence X = x1, x2, .., xm, its target translation
Y = y1, y2, .., yn and Y ’s Pinyin sequence P = P1, P2, .., Pn, the goal of our
model is to use P to help the generation of Y . Figure 2 sketches the global
overview of our PA-NMT model. Our model first encode source words in the
conventional way as described in Sect. 2. In decoder, we use two recurrent neural
networks (RNN) to model phonologic features and generate target words. At
each timestep, the word RNN generates a list of translation candidates and the
phonetic RNN helps to re-score the translation candidates based on phonologic
features. Specially, we leverage two attention models for the two decoder RNNs.
One is for modeling the phonetic features, the other is used for target word
generation.

4 Model Encoder

Our encoder follows the standard RNN encoder [2] (left part in Fig. 2), which
bidirectionally reads the input sequence and generate a sequence of context
vectors H = h1, h2, h3, ..., hm, where m is the source sentence length and
hi = [h i, hi], h i and hi are calculated by two RNNs as described in Sect. 2.

4.1 Phonetic-Aware Decoder

Unlike the standard decoder [2], we use phonetic RNN to read Pinyins of history
words and rescore current translation candidates as shown in Fig. 2 right top
part. The right bottom part is a standard RNN decoder. We map the word
dictionary to a Pinyin dictionary one by one, thus the words and Pinyins can
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Fig. 2. Overview of PA-NMT model. The phonetic RNN only takes the Pinyin of
history words as input and helps re-score the translation candidates. The word RNN
is a standard RNN decoder with attention model which is omitted in the figure to
simplify readability.

be aligned in their dictionaries. During decoding we force the phonetic RNN to
read Pinyins of previous words generated by the word RNN,

yP
i = σP(yi−1) (6)

where σP is the function which map predicted word to Pinyin which has the
most probability. Thus the decoding procedure of the two RNNs can be aligned.

Although both RNNs have separate parameters, word RNN is in a coherent
feature with phonetic RNN. By denoting the hidden state of phonetic decoder
as sP

i , the calculation in phonetic RNN is as follows,

sP
i = GRUP(sP

i−1, y
P
i−1, c

P
i ) (7)

where cP
i is the source context vector and yP

i−1 is the Pinyin of previous word
yi−1. The context vector cP

i depends on the source states [h1, ..., hm] and is
calculated by the attention model,

cP
i =

last∑

j=1

aP
ij · hj (8)

The weight aP
ij of each annotation hj is computed by

aP
ij =

exp(eij)∑last
k=1 exp(eik)

(9)
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where eij is computed as

eP
ij = vT

Ptanh(WP [sP
i−1; hj]) (10)

With sP
i and cP

i , the phonetic can calculate a probability list by softmax as

p(Pi|P1, ...,Pi−1, x) = g(Pi−1, si, c
P
i ) (11)

We rescore the prediction of a new word by adding the log probability of the
two softmax list. Thus the score of the new translation candidate yi is

score = p(yj |y<j ,X) + α log (Pj |P<j ,X) (12)

where Pj is the corresponding Pinyin for the Chinese word yj , and α is a hyper-
parameter which control the importance of Chinese phonologic decoder. We set
α to 0.5 in experiments. We find that when α is too big, it will make model worse.
When α approximates zero, our model fails to extract phonological feature. In
order to better preserve the Pinyin information, we use two attention parameters
to store the Chinese character and pinyin alignment information respectively.

In our model, one RNN extracting phonological features interacts with
another RNN in two aspects. For every timestep, word RNN generates next
input of phonetic RNN which is converted from word to Pinyin to keep consis-
tent with phonetic RNN. While predicting next word, phonetic RNN evaluate
results of word RNN to generate final predicted candidates.

4.2 Chinese Polyphone Disambiguation

When mapping Chinese words to Pinyins, the major problem is that there could
be multiple polyphone candidates for one Chinese word. Given a Chinese sen-
tence, its Pinyin sequence expression is usually deterministic based on the con-
text of the whole sentence. In our work, to align the Pinyin sequence and word
sequence, the Pinyins are generated from the words with context-free informa-
tion. To make disambiguation of Pinyin generation, we heuristically map each
Chinese word to the Pinyin with the highest probability in terms of statistics
over a Chinese monolingual corpus of 20 million sentences.

4.3 Model Training

Different form the objective function to train the conventional NMT model, for
our joint PA-NMT model, we use the sum of log-likelihoods of word sequence
and Pinyin sequence as our objective function:

J(θ) =
∑

(X,Y,P)∈D

log P (P|X) + log P (Y |X) (13)

Thus, our training data format is (source sentence, (target Chinese sentence,
target Chinese Pinyin)). In this way, we incorporate the phonological features
into Chinese sentence generation.
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5 Experiment

5.1 Setup

In the English-Chinese task, we use a subset from LDC corpus1 which has around
2.6M sentence pairs from News domain. We use NIST 2008 as testset which
has 4 references for each source sentence. We also make several other testsets
by reversing the direction of Chinese-English sets NIST 2003, NIST 2005 and
NIST 2012, as these sets all have four English reference, we just use the first
reference as English source sentence. We use the WMT2009 English-Chinese set
for development.

In the Japanese-Chinese task, we use 2.87M sentence pairs from ASPEC
Japanese-Chinese corpus [15]2. The development data contains 1, 784 sentences,
and the test data contains 1, 812 sentences with single reference per source
sentence. Both source and target language are tokenized with our in-house tools.

For the training data of target Chinese sentences in both the English-Chinese
task and the Japanese-Chinese task, we covert them into Chinese Pinyin using
our in-house implemented tool based on a statistical translation model with the
accuracy of above 90%.

In the neural network training, the vocabulary size is limited to 30 K high
frequent words for both source and target languages. All low frequent words are
normalized into a special token unk and post-processed by following the work
in [14]. The size of word embedding and transition action embedding is set to
512. The dimensions of the hidden states for all RNNs are set to 1024. All model
parameters are initialized randomly with Gaussian distribution [8] and trained
on a NVIDIA Tesla 1080 GPU. The stochastic gradient descent (SGD) algorithm
is used to tune parameters with a learning rate of 1.0. The batch size is set to
128. In the update procedure, Adadelta [26] algorithm is used to automatically
adapt the learning rate. The beam sizes for both word prediction and transition
action prediction are set to 8 in decoding.

The baselines in our experiments is a neural translation system, denoted by
RNNsearch which is an in-house implementation of the attention-based neu-
ral machine translation model [2] using the same parameter settings as our
PA-NMT model. The evaluation results are reported with the word level and
character level case-insensitive IBM BLEU-4 [17] denoted as word-BLEU and
char-BLEU respectively. A statistical significance test is performed using the
bootstrap resampling method proposed by [11] with a 95% confidence level.

5.2 Evaluation Results

We first evaluate our method on the English-Chinese translation task. The
evaluation results over all test sets against baselines are listed in bottom part
1 LDC2002E17, LDC2002E18, LDC2003E07, LDC2003E14, LDC2005E83, LDC2-

005T06, LDC2005T10, LDC2006E17, LDC2006E26, LDC2006E34, LDC2006E85,
LDC2006E92, LDC2006T06, LDC2004T08, LDC2005T10.

2 http://orchid.kuee.kyoto-u.ac.jp/ASPEC/.

http://orchid.kuee.kyoto-u.ac.jp/ASPEC/
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Table 1. Evaluation results on English-Chinese and Japanese-Chinese translation tasks
with word-BLEU% and char-BLEU% metrics. The “Average” row in the English-
Chinese part refers to the averaged result of all test sets. The numbers in bold indicate
statistically significant difference (p < 0.05) from baselines.

Japanese-Chinese

RNNsearch PA-NMT

word-BLEU char-BLEU word-BLEU char-BLEU

dev 33.41 44.49 34.03 45.23

devtest 33.38 44.35 34.26 45.26

test 33.53 44.57 34.19 45.26

English-Chinese

RNNsearch PA-NMT

word-BLEU char-BLEU word-BLEU char-BLEU

NIST2003 18.38 30.79 19.34 32.07

NIST2005 17.02 28.87 17.90 30.17

NIST2008 22.71 34.30 23.94 35.10

NIST2012 13.51 23.33 14.37 24.52

Avg. 17.91 29.32 18.89 30.47

of Table 1. From the table, our PA-NMT outperforms RNNsearch on all the
test sets on both word- and char- BLEU scores, where our model surpasses the
baseline most on NIST 2008 set with 1.23 and 0.80 more scores on the two
metrics. In terms of the average word-BLEU scores, our model outperforms the
baseline by 0.98 BLEU points. And on the average char-BLEU scores, our model
also outperforms the baseline by 1.14 BLEU points which shows our proposed
phonology-aware NMT model performs much better than traditional sequence-
to-sequence NMT model.

We also report results on the Japanese-Chinese translation task. The top part
of Table 1 shows the comparison results with the evaluation metrics of word- and
char- BLEU. From the table, our method outperforms the NMT baseline on the
three datasets in terms of both word- and char- BLEUs.

5.3 Case Study

We sampled some translation examples from the test sets to make case study
of how our method can improve the English-Chinese translation task. In the
examples in Table 2, there are merely two phonology aspects we investigated:
auxiliary word and syllable repetition.

Auxiliary word Structural auxiliary words have almost no actual grammatical
meaning but play a role in the language structure. They just express the sound of
the utterance or make the syllable of the language symmetry. In modern Chinese,
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Table 2. Translation examples of RNNsearch and our PA-NMT on English-Chinese
translation task. RNNsearch fails to generate pure Chinese sentences. Whereas with
the help of the phonologic knowledge, our PA-NMT can get much better translations.

“ (de)” is one of the important structural auxiliary words. But if the word “
(de)” in a incorrect position, it will disturb syllables of the whole sentence.

As shown in the first example of Table 2, “ ”
can be represented by Pinyin as “wǒmen búnéng liúgěi hòurén de chénzhòng
fùdān”. “ (de)” splits the Pinyin sequence into two parts “wǒmen búnéng
liúgěi hòurén de” and “chénzhòng fùdān”. The former part modifies the latter
part. It will lead a unbalanced pronunciation for native speakers, because both
“wǒmen búnéng liúgěi hòurén de” and “chénzhòng fùdān” have too many sylla-
bles which will make the whole sentence unstable and lead difficulty of speaking.
However, in the sentence “ (búnéng liúgěi hòurén
chénzhòng fùdān)”, “ (chénzhòng)” modify “ (fùdān)”. From seman-
tic perspective, both “wǒmen búnéng liúgěi hòurén de chénzhòng fùdān” and
“wǒmen búnéng liúgěi hòurén chénzhòng de fùdān” have the same meaning in
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Chinese. “ (chénzhòng)” and “ (fùdān)” are both two-syllable word,
“ (chénzhòng) (fùdān)” will be more easy to read. Our model’s trans-
lation is “ (we) (cannot) (give) (later generations) (leave)

(heavy) (burden)” and it’s Pinyin is “wǒmen búnéng gěi hòuràn
liúxià chénzhòng fùdān”. The sentence don’t have “( )de” in a incorrect posi-
tion of the whole sentence which ensure keeping the original meaning unchanged
and make pronunciation of sentence more fluent and authentic in Chinese.

Syllable repetition Syllable repetition also affect the rhythm of sentences. In sec-
ond example, “injuring 37 people” is translated into “ (injuring) (peo-
ple)” in RNNsearch and “ (make) (people) (injured)” in our model.
We are not used to speaking continuous “ren” in Chinese because it can break the
rhythm of whole sentence. Pinyin of “ (injuring) (people)” is “shāngrén
sānsh́ıq̄i rén”. The Pinyin sequence is spoken as two parts “shāngrén” which is
word and “sānsh́ıq̄i rén” which has four syllables. Two adjacent sequence both
have “ (ren)” as their ending. On the one hand, Except some special usage,
we are not used to it. Generally speaking, we can speak “ (make) (peo-
ple) (injured)” or “ (people) (injured)” which avoid continuously
use the same monosyllable word in our daily. On the other hand, “ (make)

(people) (injured)” has three parts “ (make)” , “ (people)” and
“ (injured)”. They all have similar number of syllables. We are accustomed
to using this style which make the whole sentence are more rhythmic.

In the last example, we can see the RNNsearch’s translation express the
same meaning “ (one)” twice. But this kind of expression of Chinese is illegal
in grammar. The first “ (one)” and “ (one of)” behind it together is
regarded as an adjective and play a role in attribute. The first “ (one)”
will result in a semantic and phonological repetition in Chinese. The RNNsearch
consider more on semantic information. PA-NMT consider both semantic fea-
ture and phonological feature. In most real cases, Chinese native speaker rarely
express the similar words twice despite that they play different roles in the sen-
tence. Hence, the Chinese sentence only keeps “ (one of)” translated by
PA-NMT. We can see that PA-NMT avoid the repetition of pronunciation.

These examples mainly reflects in the usage of syllable structure in Chinese.
Our model generates more native Chinese sentence with considering the combi-
nation of syllables and repetition of several syllables. Because Chinese charac-
ters are monosyllables, the syllables in sentences are very important in English-
Chinese translation which considers balancing syllables in sentence. Each word
only has each syllable. Hence, Pinyin is suitable for model to collect phonolog-
ical features. By introducing Chinese phonologic feature, our model can learn
the both semantic and phonetic information.

6 Related Work

Recently, neural machine translation (NMT) has achieved better performance
than SMT in many language pairs [13,16,19,24,27]. A lot of work has been
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done to incorporate linguistic knowledge into NMT models [4,6,12,23]. A tree-
to-sequence attentional NMT model is proposed in [6] where source-side HPSG
tree was used. [4] leveraged the phrase-structure trees as in the Penn Chinese
Treebank as prior knowledge for NMT inputs. They proposed a tree-coverage
model to let the attention depend on the source-side syntax. In these models,
the source dependency structure is used. For the target side, [1] proposed to
replace the target sentence with the linearized, lexicalized constituency tree.
[23] proposed to jointly learn target translation and dependency parsing.

Many languages like Russian use morphological information to improve trans-
lation quality in recent work [20]. Chinese linguistic features have been leveraged
to help NLP tasks. For example, Chinese radicals were used as additional fea-
tures to improve machine translation [10,18]. Chinese phonologic features were
explored to address named entity recognition problem [3]. Different from those
work, in this paper we propose to involve Chinese target phonetic features into
NMT model to help translate pure and native Chinese sentences.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a novel phonology-aware neural machine translation
(PA-NMT) model where Chinese phonologic features are used for translation
tasks with Chinese as target. Our model encodes these features in the NMT
decoder by another recurrent neural network (RNN), aiming to help facilitate
the generation of target Chinese sentences. Our method tries to collect and
use phonological features to optimize language model which is different from
RNNsearch. Experimental results show that our method can boost the trans-
lation generation and achieve significant improvements on the translation qual-
ity of NMT systems. Along this research direction, in future work we will try
to integrate other prior knowledge, such as semantic information, into NMT
systems.
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